BMA – Flash – February 2017
MIKE FLYNN’ FALL : BROKEN TRUMP

The resignation forced of Mike Flynn, on Monday, February 13th, is of a major importance: it marks,
after one month of Donald Trump's presidency the defeat of the White House in the face of « the deep
State " and in the warmongering clan of the neoconservatives given rise against a president whose
legitimacy they dispute and against whom means of Soros, of Barack Obama and of Clinton, they
organize through the country a "revolution of color" which risks, in a term maybe not so distant, to
plunge the United States into a civil war.
Mike Flynn, indeed, occupied, from the beginning of Donald Trump's presidency, National Security
Adviser's key position. It was the cornerstone of the national safety policy, the only one able to reform
the community of the American Intelligence and to subordonate the CIA as well as the Headquarterst
- that is to say the Pentagon - to President. Thanks to its contacts with two elite corps - the SOCOM
(Special Operations Commando squad) and the JSOC (Joined Special Operations Command), Flynn
had an instrument of Donald Trump's serious protection to deal with possible attempts to liquidate
physically the President or to seize his person. Finally, Flynn was the brain behind the foreign policy
of Flynn, to moderate the tensions and to establish a more or less strong collaboration between the
United States and Russia. No by any allegiance to Vladimir Putin, but by a rational analysis which
brought him to understand - as a François Fillon in France - that Russia is not a threat for the United
States or Europe, but that on the contrary the common interests are many.
The pretext of a phone conversation with the ambassador of Russia while Donald Trump was still only
elected president is trivial. As for the fact that Mike Flynn provided to vice-president Mike Pence with
incomplete information on these conversations with the ambassador - whose objective was to prepare
the telephone communication between Donald Trump and Vladimir Putin which took place on
January 28th of this year, this indiscretion could settle by simple apologizes from Flynn to Mike Pence
in the office of the President. But Donald Trump chose to accept the resignation of his National
Security Adviser, he did not defend the one who protected him, he meanly let him down : a stupid and
self-destructive treason, as from now Donald Trump will be alone, confronted with ideologists who,
like general Mattis, are doubtless going to push him towards the war or towards a forced and hasty exit
from the White House.
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EL – 11 fév. 2017
114 – Pn - 0h33 TU
22°28 Verseau-Lion
Washington

Eclipse lunaire – 11 février 2017

Carré en T
JU-UR-PL

SO // SA/PL - HA/KR

S/L - 52 - 7-52 / 30-75

UR-Eris

Trigone SA-UR

HA/KR – méchanceté et bassesse
*SA : être abandonné par le gouvernement
*PL : échec important
SA/PL : redistribution du pouvoir
*HA : développement bloqué, entravé par
méchanceté
*KR : blocage concernant le pouvoir

The resignation of Mike Flynn happens two days after a lunar eclipse, in 22° in the axis LeoAquarius, connected with the axis of an opposition to 7° Capricorn-Cancer, between the middle-points
Saturne/Pluto and Hades/Kronos. This eclipse joins so straightaway in the double cyclicical
perspective of 2020 (conjunction Saturn-Pluto in 23° Capricorn) and of 2031 (conjunction HadesKronos in 19° Cancer). The event also joins in the context of the T square between the opposition
Jupiter-Uranus and Pluto, figure compouded by the double conjunction of Jupiter with Zeus and
Uranus with Eris.
The day of the resignation of Mike Flynn, the Sun passed in transit in 25° Aquarius - position of
the Moon in the theme scorpionique the USA – connected to the mid-point Saturn/Uranus, the Moon
being on this day in quincunx to this figure in 25° Virgo.
Both figures of the axis 7° Cancers-Capricorns are situated on the mid-point Venus /Jupiter of the
USA. The configuration Saturn/Pluto = Hades/Kronos is eloquent. The overall picture evokes an
important failure, and the fact of being given up by the government (Hades/Kronos with Pluto and
Saturn); it also indicates a redistribution of power and a blocked developing, a progressive adaptation
being reduced to nothing by hostility, lowness and the slander (Saturn/Pluto with Kronos and Hades).
We can read in this last touch a reference to the state of relations between the USA and Russia.
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Donald Trump
14 juin 1946 – 10h54
Jamaica Queens (NY)

Donald Trump

ME/NE – 52°21

Réseau de Mercure/Neptune
ME-NE-KR // SO/SA – LU/HA – UR/HA

ME/NE=KR – confusion et mensonge dans
les sphères du pouvoir
SO/SA=NE : blocages et entraves du fait
de confusions et d’ambiguïtés

LU/HA – renoncement, désistement
*NE – soucis pour l’avenir. Être sans
ressources
UR/HA – méchanceté soudaine. Assassinat
*ME – pressentiment de mort
*NE – faire face sans défense à des attentats
ignobles. Assassinat par ruse, perfidie

52 – 7-52 / 30-75

In Donald Trump's chart eclipse of February 11th, 2017 affects the network of the axis Mercury/
Neptune (22° Lion). Kronos and the Midheaven are involved in the figure, emphasizing a theme of
confusion and lies in the spheres of the power. The combination Sun/Saturn=Neptune points on
blockings because of confusions and of ambiguities. The Moon/Hades evokes a renunciation or a
withdrawal, one hour of fate, of destiny. With Neptune, it is to be feared with troubles for the future
and to be without resources to face the difficulties. Finally, the axis Uranus/Hades directs to
premonitions of death, sudden ideas of murder. With Neptune, the native is defenceless, threatened
with murder by guile and malice.
It is doubtless necessary to take such indications of murder according to the double perspective
this of a physical reality, but also symbolic, in this particular case the reduction to nothing of a power.
Mike Flynn's cowardly left by Donald Trump fact that President Trump is deprived of any assistance:
all those who would be inclined to support him will now have understood that they risk too to be left,
and they will be driven away.
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PL – 10 déc. 1958
17h23 TU
Middletown (Rhode Island)

Pleine Lune du 10 décembre 1958

MA/JU – 48°30

MA-JU-UR // NE/ZE - NE/KR – HA/ZE - HA/KR
NE/HA – préjudices par erreur, tromperie,
confusion
*KR – subir le pire par ou avec les
personnes qui gouvernent
NE/ZE – absence de but, de direction.
Energie qui se perd, s’évanouit
NE/KR – grande tromperie. Gestion
incapable
HA/ZE – paralysie
HA/KR – méchanceté et bassesse
en lien avec le pouvoir, l’autorité

49 –4-49 / 27-72

The day of Mike Flynn's birth is unknown. We know only that he was born in December, 1958.
So it is impossible to analyze the astrological echos between the eclipse of February 11th, 2017 and its
native theme. However, for lack of native theme, it is possible to establish certain relationships with
the chart of a lunation close to his birth. Considering a birth in December, 1958, we have the choice
between three lunations : the Full Moon of November 26th (3° Sagittarius) or that of December 26th
(4° Capricorn), or still the New Moon of December 10th (18° Sagittarius). Our choice fell on this New
Moon, which covers two-thirds of this month and which has a preeminence relative on Full Moons.
The choice of the anchoring point was imperative because, during this December 1958, Mars
begins its retrogradation opposite Jupiter (and square Uranus), so that the axis Mars/Jupiter remains
fixed around 19° Fixed signs. Besides, concerning a general, this axis Mars/Jupiter suits perfectly. It is
moreover following this configuration that General de Gaulle became, on January 1st, 1959, President
of the 5th Republic.
Dressed for Middletown in Rhode Island's state, the chart of the New Moon of December 10th,
1958 presents a strong anchoring at 27°-28° Mutable signs, with an Ascendant Pisces and the MC
Sagittarius (on the zone of the conjunctions Saturn-Uranus of 1988 and 2032 - cycle which marks out
the history of the USA).
A strong tone Neptune-Hades marks the Mars/Jupiter network. Indeed, the axis Taurus-Scorpio
contains not only the opposition Mars-Jupiter (17°-20°), but also an opposition Neptune-Hades (6°).
Besides, Neptune and Hades are both involved in figures with Zeus and Kronos. The picture of the set
evokes damages, because of the people who govern, in a climate of confusion and malice, incapable
management, paralysis and lowness in connection with the power.
The chart of this New Moon starts resonating in several ways with the natal chart of the USA.
Then, we find that the opposition Neptune-Hades affects the Ascendant of the USA (8° Scorpio). In
Harmonics 16 (aspects of 22°30 and multiple), at the mid-point Neptune/Hades 6° Leo) is in echo
with the square Mars-Neptune of the USA. The axis Saturn/Vulcanus (28° Virgo), making sense of
blocking, surveillance and protection, is connected with the Ascendant and with the MC of the
lunation. Finally, in 21° Libra-Aries, the axis of nodes is activated by the current transit of Uranus
joint to Eris, and is a factor of discord and anarchy.
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Donald Trump is broken from now on, and he risks hardly to be soon ejected from his post.
Unless those who have now the hand on the policy of the USA prefer to keep to the White House a
simple figurehead rather than making rise vice-president Mike Pence.
Donald Trump's dismissal could also occur during the time of the opposition Jupiter-Uranus
which accompanied his unhoped success at the elections of November 8th, 2016. New surprises could
accompany the solar eclipse of February 26th, in 8° Pisces, connected with the opposition JupiterUranus in Harmonics 8. The Full Moon of April 11th, in 22° Aries-Libra, spouses with Uranus and
with Eris, could be also a critical course, as well as the Full Moon of June 9th, in 19° GeminiSagittarius, wich affects Donald Trump's Uranus. In autumn, the New Moon of October 19th, at 27°
Libra, will be in opposition of Uranus.
In any case, after the eviction of Mike Flynn, cornerstone of the offensive envisaged against "the
deep State", Donald Trump - ejected or not - will be more from now, an isolated and demonetized
President. The neoconservatives maybe won the part – it is not sure that the United States and the
American people have anything to win at it.
After the hope to see a real relaxation in the international relations once ruled out Hillary Clinton
and the warmongering strengths which supported her, the fears are lively all the more now of a direct
confrontation of the strengths of the NATO with Russia: these alarms are based in Ukraine, president
Porochenko seems more than ever overloaded by uncontrollable strengths which throw again an
offensive on Novorussia in Donbass, whereas troops of the NATO are getting more and more
numerous along Russia’s borders, from the Baltic to Black Sea. And it happens now that Washington
seems to join the voices which demand the return of Crimea to Ukraine … Atomic Clock hands of the
American scientists are dangerously getting closer and closer of the witching hour from twelve.
Charles Ridoux
Amfroipret, on February 17th, 2017

